Spectral Analysis of Codons in the DNA Sequence of Fragile X Syndrome.
There are frequent studies undergoing related to the Fragile X syndrome caused due to the triplet CGG replicates on the X chromosome of Fragile X Mental Retardation 1 (FMR1) gene. Mutations of this chromosome can lead to Fragile X syndrome, rational disability, and other cognitive discrepancies. A novel approach based on Rajan Transform is proposed to analyze the spectral density of codons. The traditional transform like Fourier transform provides imaginary values whereas the Rajan Transform exhibits only the real values. The mutations there in the DNA are successfully distinguished by using the Rajan Transform which is suitable tool for the spectral analysis of DNA sequences. The utilization of the Rajan Transform urges larger profits in terms of minimal false alarm rate and thereby leading to an increase in the accuracy of the spectral analysis.